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1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this document is to provide brief description on the CRM integration within Daktela V6
contact center system.
Considering references to Daktela V6 REST API, the specification and ways to implement the API are
located at https://www.daktela.com/api/v6/global/general-information except specific integration
changes described in this document.
Considering references to Daktela JavaScript CLI, the specification and ways to implement the library
are located at https://doc.daktela.com/display/DOCv5/Javascript+CLI+library.

2. DAKTELA INTEGRATION description
The Daktela system usually uses the following
distinction between few user groups:
•

by country - countries are using individual
IVRs and each country consists of separate
group of users

•

by function - each country mostly handles
tax refund, early collection, customer care
and telesales separately

•

back office vs CC user - some users are
using Daktela as described above with full
functionality, some users are using Daktela
only to support their landlines and do not log
in (nor are able to) into the Daktela UI

The CRM integration design counts on provision
of the CRM functionality to the users with full
contact center features and focuses on the

integration primarily within the UI of Daktela
V6. This follows the logic of having all the omnichannel interaction accessible to the contact
center within one navigational UI.
Daktela V6 is a native omni-channel solution
and supports some functions of classic CRM
itself including interconnection of different
channels to the contact detail card. Using this
function may in some cases omit the need for
implementing custom external CRM system to
support the contact center role.
The very specifics of each integration require
the integrator to rethink where the core data
shall be stored and shall bear in mind that
Daktela V6 provides most of the contact center
functionality as standalone solution.

The Daktela integration ecosystem that is further described in the following chapters is shown in following
visualization:
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3. CRM integration
The CRM integration shall use the following
integration scenarios:
•

Activity widget in agent view

•

CRM synchronization

•

CTI panel

The individual functions can be easily
implemented in any CRM system using Daktela
V6 REST API or Daktela JavaScript CLI.
The functions as described below are officially
supported and developed in coordination
with Daktela partners as nearly ready-made
solutions.

Currently the following CRM systems are supported in the means specified as follows.

Salesforce

Dynamics 365

SugarCRM

CTI

Yes

No

No

Contacts
synchronization (CRM →
Daktela)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Screen pop - contact
detail open on
incoming activity

Yes

Using custom widget

Using custom widget

Activities
synchronization

When using CTI or
custom widget

When using custom
widget

When using custom
widget

Click-to-call on
contact info

Yes, using CTI

No

No

3.1. Activity widget
Daktela V6 enables customization of the activity
widget based on the activity’s queue. The widget
can implement iframe component with handing
variables to the child page via GET parameters
containing information from the activity.
Therefore the integration requires development
of custom view for contact center within the
CRM system.

while the call itself (including ID) remains the
same.
This allows binding the call to all the users
that have been working on it during its entire
lifecycle.

The URL can contain attributes that are part of
the contact center activity, with recommended
parameters as follows:
•

●Caller ID - phone number of the calling party
to identify customer within CRM and pair
CRM activity to the account record

•

● irection - keyword identifying direction of
D
the activity (can contain “in”, “out” or “internal”)

•

●Call ID - unique ID of the phone call

•

●Activity ID - unique ID of the activity

Activity describes a relationship between user
and call, therefore one call can have several
activities when transferring call between users,
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CRM CUSTOM VIEW

The example request URL shall be formatted as follows:
https://crm/daktela.html?clid=77379604&direction=in&callid=1WS.58184&activity=activit
ies_181sd845a16ds84612sd84
The contact center user session is handled by CRM and shall require the user to be logged in the CRM system
prior to handling activities within Daktela system.

3.2. CRM synchronization
Daktela V6 provides the contact center users
with the usage of internal simple CRM module.
This enables the contact center to be able to
pair different contact channels directly to one
customer record within Daktela system, thus
reaching implementation of full omnichannel
logic.
For the purpose of reaching the state described
a Daktela component called Integrations Proxy
is prepared as ready-made solution serving
for one-click installation of external CRM. The
Integrations Proxy module is directly connected
to Daktela V6 internal integration settings and
requires no additional software installation

or complex configuration other than standard
described steps ensuring access to the CRM
from within Daktela system.
The ready-made integrations can be accessed
directly from the settings of individual instance
of Daktela. Based on the deployed version this
menu item may be called differently, but in
most cases such settings can be found under
“Manage” > “Integrations”.
The integrations settings panel contains individual
CRM connectors that can be configured directly
from within each configuration menu:

After opening the “Configure” section of individual system the system-specific options are shown and
after filling in and pairing the CRM custom fields against Daktela custom fields the synchronization
occurs automatically.
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3.3. CTI panel
In some cases the contact center shall require
active using of the Daktela V6 directly within
custom company CRM. For this purpose the
CTI panel is integrated within some supported

systems. This chapter shall describe the
integration within these systems where this is
currently available.

3.3.1. Web browser CTI
Daktela V6 enables usage of native CTI panel
without any application integration using web
browser extension that is freely available without
any additional costs. Currently the following web
browsers are supported:
•
•

●Google Chrome 48+ (Daktela V6 for Chrome
at Google Chrome Webstore)
●Mozilla Firefox 48+

•

●Opera 35+

The web browser extension is integrated as a small
control panel for Daktela activities under thumbnail
icon in the following manner:

Click here to download the extension for Chrome.
Click here to download the extension for Firefox.

3.3.2. Ready-made CTI integration
The exemplatory CTI integration of Salesforce
enables state management and call handling
directly within CRM. This includes click-tocall functionality for supported contact types
and native activity logging within the CRM.
The functionality is available on Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited, and Developer Editions.
The important thing is all the activities information
are handled by the Salesforce itself, therefore
the data generated outside the system are
not included within the CRM and shall require
activity widget integration. The integrated CTI
looks as follows: (see next page)
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3.3.3. Custom CTI integration
Daktela V6 has two options on how to integrate
custom CRM system in the means of Daktela CTI
panel. The first one is directly calling the REST
API to control the user’s environment. The other
option is to use Daktela JavaScript CLI library
that contains the wrapper methods including the
application logic of the contact center system.
For using the Daktela V6 REST API and JavaScript

CLI, refer to the links located at the introduction
part of this document.
In any case of development of custom CTI
integration contact Daktela at the contact info
specified in the end of this document to correctly
the scenarios of the application integration
and to further provide standardized library for
additional system integration deployment.

4. CONCLUSION
This white paper described the standard scenarios for integration with custom CRM to support the full
functionality of contact center role within the company.
For additional remarks the following contact information shall be used:
daktela@daktela.com
+420 226 211 245
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Attachment 1

CASE STUDY Dynamics 365

daktela
DYNAMICS 365
WIDGET

CORE CRM DATA

V6

CALL, EMAIL, WEB CHAT, DATA

The following document describes a case
study of implementation of interconnection
between Dynamics 365 and Daktela V6 system.
The customer uses Dynamics 365 as core CRM
system for about 500 employees and around 150
contact center agents. The contact center units
also uses the Daktela V6 system to effectively
support its omnichannel operations consisting
of call, email and web chat communication.
The implementation project is focused on
integrating both systems to allow seamless
transition of work during execution of processes
and effective non-redundant information
exchange. The goals were set as follows:
•

•

I● ncrease the information interchange between
Dynamics 365 and Daktela V6 in order to
eliminate errors done by the contact center
agents
I● ncrease the information interchange between
Dynamics 365 and Daktela V6 in order to
reduce the work complexity and therefore
reduce the cost of agents’ education

•

E
● stablish Dynamics 365 as the core
customers’ data information system including
all communication with customers

•

● rovide the contact center with all the benefits
P
of Daktela V6 contact center system as primary
communication solution (realtime contact
history pairing, open cases management,
omnichannel functionality, …)

...

from Daktela V6 to Dynamics 365 CRM in
order to maintain communication history in
one core system
1.

Agents shall edit customer data only in
Dynamics 365 CRM in order to maintain the
master-slave configuration and prevent the
occurence of conflicts

The individual steps require the cooperation of
Daktela and Dynamics 365 integrator to enable
the implementation of full defined scope of
agenda. The integration project shall be realized
using the following technical components:
•

●Daktela Integration Proxy ensuring the data
exchange from Dynamics 365 to Daktela V6

•

● ynamics 365 custom widget placed within
D
the activity window of Daktela V6

•

D
● aktela events module sending communication updates to custom Dynamics 365 API
endpoints

See each component described in the following
pages.

The above mentioned set of goals can be
dissolved into functional components that will
define how the integration will take place:
1.

The core contact data shall be exported
from Dynamics 365 CRM to Daktela V6 CRM
in order to enable contact center using the
full set of omnichannel functionality

1.

The communication data shall be exported
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•

Daktela Integration Proxy

The Daktela Integration Proxy is configurable directly from within Daktela V6 graphical user interface.
The integration requires creation of system account on the side of Dynamics 365 and setting
appropriate configuration data in the Daktela V6 interface:

Upon completion of configuration the Dynamics 365 contact data are automatically imported into
Daktela V6 internal CRM.

•

Dynamics 365 custom widget

The custom widget placed directly into activity
window serves the agent to find the contact
quickly in the Dynamics 365 CRM, which enables
implementation of custom logic handling
besides standard Daktela V6 functionality.
The custom widget shall be developed by
Daktela and communication with Dynamics

365 using FetchXML interface (or REST API
if available). The widget shows the contact
summary with direct linking to the Dynamics
365.
Note that similar functionality can be achieved
using the Daktela CRM as well.
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•

Daktela events

The events module in Daktela V6 has been
configured to send call, email and web chat
activity updates right after the activity closure.
Custom Dynamics 365 API has been prepared by
the integrator and appropriate communication

data have been configured to be transferred
from Daktela V6. The customer communication
history is therefore present within Dynamics
365 for all communication channels handled
within Daktela V6.

CONCLUSION
After the project execution the contact center
has been able to effectively work within contact
center-focused system whilst benefiting from
the full scale of Dynamics 365 functionality and

integration with the rest of the company.

The Dynamics 365 also remained as the central data storage
of customers data and information concerning communication with them.
The integration enables seamless transition
between both systems and effective automated
data interchange eliminating human-based
errors and complex processes that have been
previously part of the employee training.
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